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Rare D decays: theory [Petrov]
D decays often controlled by long distance effects	

D→µµ: BRSD ~ 10-18 and BRLD ~ 10-13
correlation with D-mixing	

D→(π,η,ρ,ω,ϕ,K,K*,ππ,πK,KK,πππ)
BR(D→πµµ) ~ 10-12
Laboratory for NP, e.g. RPV-SUSY, LQ
D*(B*)→ee: BR~10-19, cannot be measured
but it might be studied via resonant
production!
ee→D*(B*)→Dπ	

BEPCII (BESIII) and VEPP-2000
(Novosibirsk) can be tuned to mD*/B*
Lepton Flavor Violation	

D→µe, γµe, πµe, ρµe, …
Rare decays with missing energy	

D→νν, ννγ
Extremely rare but can be used to test dark matter models!
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Rare K decays: theory [d’Ambrosio]
K→πνν
Extremely rare, precisely predicted in SM:	

Amplitude / Vts⇤ Vtd
K+→π+νν	

BR
	

 SM = (8.22 ± 0.27Vcb ± 0.29non pert ) ⇥ 10
Brookhaven E949 (stopped K+):
11
BR = 17.3+11.5
⇥
10
10.5
KL→π0νν: never measured	

	

 SM = (2.43 ± 0.25 ± 0.06non pert ) ⇥ 10 11
BR
Grossman-Nir limit on BR:
BR(KL )  BR(K + ) ⇥ ⌧L /⌧+ ⇠ 1.4 ⇥ 10 9
Other interesting rare K decays
K+→π+ll and KS→π0ll	

Controlled by long distance effects 	

Test of lepton universality
K+→π+π0γ, KL→π+π-ee, K+→π+π0ee,…
ChiPT tests	

Direct CP violating charge asymmetry

Expected BR(K→πνν) for NP models
arXiv: 1012.3893

11

Mass scale sensitivity	

for NP in K→πνν
assumes 1%	

CKM uncertainty

NPB 645 (2002) 155
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Theory of exclusive

*
B→K ll

decays [Camalich]

RK= BR(B+→K+µµ)/BR(B+→K+ee) is very clean
Bs→µµ is clean (depends only on fBs)
B→K(*)ll can be calculated using SCET (at low-q2) and an OPE (at high-q2)	

Many non-perturbative inputs are required. Form factors from lattice-QCD at
high-q2 and LCSR at low-q2. Decay constants (fB, fK, fK*) from lattice-QCD.
LCDA for K(*) from lattice-QCD. LCDA for B not well known.	

Presence of charmonium resonances poses a problem at high-q2. Violation of
quark-hadron duality? Use experimental data (LHCb recent analysis)?	

Both approaches receive power corrections (O(Λ/mB)). How large?
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Theory of exclusive

decays [Camalich]

*
B→K ll

No agreement on this in the literature
See J. Matias, J. Virto
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Global fits to b→sll anomalies [Virto]
Inclusion of ~100 observables: B→Xsγ, B→Xsll, Bs→ll, B→K(*)γ, B→K(*)ll, Bs→ϕll
Main theory issues are in B→K(*)ll
low-q2: SCET, form factors from LCSR [KMPW=Khodjamirian et al 2010],
power corrections (correlated central values from KMPW+ uncorrelated 10%),
long distance charm effects = [KMPW]⊗[-1,1]
☛ assume that LCSR describe correctly size and sign of the power corrections
high-q2: OPE, lattice QCD (HPQCD 2015 for K, Horgan et al 2013 for K*),
possible quark-hadron duality violation modeled as ±10%
☛ would be great to have updated results for the K* form factors
☛ use experimental data to understand interference between charmonium
resonances?
Canonical fit prefers scenarios with non vanishing δC9, δC9=-δC10 or δC9=-δC’9 with
pulls above 4 (but pSM=17%)
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Global fits to b→sll anomalies [Virto]
Fit doesn’t show evidence of q2 dependence:

Inclusive b→sll at Belle-II with 50 ab-1 have
the potential to confirm the anomaly:
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Assumption of no NP in
is supported by the fit

:

Lepton Universality Violation in
RK alone is not sufficient to
discriminate between different
LFU violating scenarios:

*
B→K ll

[Matias]

Introduce new observables which are sensitive
to Ci,µ-Ci,e without hadronic uncertainties

same

SM

Can help disentangle NP effects	

Q5’: C9	

Q1,4: C9’, C10’ (RH currents)	

B5, B6s: C10
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Lattice results for B decays [Wingate]
B→π and B→K form factors are in
excellent shape

B→K* and Bs→ϕ form factors are
much more challenging

Baryonic modes also possible: Λb→Λ

Work in progress on the long distance
contributions in KS→π0ll and K+→π+νν
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RH currents in B→K*ll [Mandal]
Look at endpoint: use exact endpoint relations, expand in δ=q2max - q2 and fit to
LHCb data.
SM (exact)
SM (receives power corrections)

Fit

5σ

Interpretation in terms of RH currents
depend on SM prediction for r

More work on: Dependence on functional
form, inclusion of experimental correlations,
impact of experimental bins included in the fit
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Theory of RK(*) [Bordone]
How accurate is the SM prediction for RK(*)?	

Only possible effects are related to issues with QED radiation.	

LHCb looks for radiation from final state leptons and puts it back into the q2.
This relies on EVTGEN (b→sll Monte Carlo) and PHOTOS.	

Important to check whether this procedure leads to a systematic bias.	

Some technical aspects are non trivial (e.g. need to model the J/ψ peak)	

Impact of photon radiation is large and depends on details of experimental cuts:
The most important result is
that this analytic procedure
and PHOTOS agree within
few permil
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RK in U(1)X models [Bhatia]
Address the b→s anomalies (P5’ and RK) and neutrino mixing in terms of a gauge
boson (Z’) of a new U(1)X symmetry
After imposing all constraints (including anomaly cancellation, Bs mixing, etc..) only
one possibility survives:
Constraint from pp→Z’→µµ:
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Z’→µµ significance for gX=0.2:

Resonant and non-resonant effects in B→K*νν [Das]
B→K*νν is controlled by form factors only (no charm effects etc…)	

Focus on backgrounds from resonant K0* and non-resonant Kπ	

The K0* form factor is taken from LCSR. Its finite width is implemented with
Breit-Wigner	

Non-resonant Kπ matrix elements are estimated with HHχPT and yield a nonstandard θK dependence of the rate	

A strong phase can appear when combining resonant and non-resonant modes:

Non-resonant and K0* effects can
be up to 30%	

The strong phase can be extracted
by looking at interference effects
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Theory of inclusive B→Xsll decays [Hurth]
Only three observables:
QED corrections enhanced by log(mb/ml) distort the spectrum and are included
Local Λ2/mB2 and Λ3/mB3 power corrections are known
Non-local Λ/mB can be estimated and lead to a 5% extra uncertainty.
Similar issues as exclusive with charmonium resonances
Present and future (Ri=Ci/CiSM):
At low-q2, a cut on mXs is required to
remove background	

4 BR
Belle II prediction	

Experiments correct using a Fermi
BR
with 50 ab-1
motion model	

2
Effect of the cut can be calculated in
SCET (work in progress)
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Theory of radiative B decays [Paz]
Inclusive B→Xs,dγ (OPE)	

Good agreement between theory and experiment	

Perturbatively known at NNLL (Q1,2-Q7 interference not calculated at physical mc) 	

Non-perturbative effects appear at order Λ/mb, depend on the non-local features
of the B meson (shape function) and lead to a 5% uncertainty	

Possible to use data (e.g. isosping asymmetry) to reduce some of this uncertainty	

CP asymmetries receive large non-perturbative effects	

Isospin difference of CP asymmetries is clean (measured by BaBar)	

CP asymmetry on the untagged B→Xs+d γ is still almost zero due to U-spin
Exclusive B(q,s)→(K*,ϕ)γ and B(q,s)→(ρ/ω,K*)γ (Factorization)	

Unlike the b→sll case, the inclusive mode is well measured	

In order to extract interesting information it is useful to consider ratios and
asymmetries:
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π→lν decays in very special relativity [Jain]
Assume Lorentz invariance violated and fundamental symmetry group is instead
SIM(2) subgroup	

Implies the existence of a preferred direction in space-time	

Construct effective interaction terms that violate Lorentz invariance but respect
SIM(2)	

Hadronic current in π→lν decays picks up a contribution

Gives rise to anisotropy of lepton momentum with respect to preferred direction	

In lab frame, anisotropy observed in distribution in azimuth ϕ	

For π→µν could be ~10−4, based on uncertainty for π→µν total partial width	

Experimental test
Look for variations as a function of sidereal time in peak position and amplitude
for modulation in ϕ
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Theory of LFV [Paradisi]
The RK anomaly suggests (via global fits) an explanation in terms of left handed
operators (contribution to Q9 =
). This suggests to solve the RD
and RD* anomalies in terms of
.
Assuming NP respects SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y there are only two coefficients:

LNP LSM

W, Z

After RG running (ΛNP→1 GeV), Z and W couplings to fermions are modified
(need to impose Z-pole constraints)
Purely leptonic and semileptonic Lagrangian modified, implying effects in	

LFV tau decays, τ→(3µ, µρ, µπ)
LFV B decays, B→Kτµ
LFU breaking in τ→lνν :
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Theory of LFV [Paradisi]
Tension between RD(*) and Rτ:

Contributions generated by
running effects not enough
Need extra genuine high-scale
NP effects
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